The Ultimate Six Figure Project

Quit Smoking in 60 Minutes or Less
A five day training
that will give you the techniques, skills,
and master plan to make $100,000 a year
You will be ready to start your six figure business
as you walk out from this training

What if you could
make $100,000 a year
while working only 3 days a week?
Earn an amazing $75,000 to $125,000 a year
Work only three days per week as a Quit Specialist and you will still have a couple of months
off a year! Does that sound like an ideal job to you? Then you’re most likely right.
The wonderful thing about this 5 day training is that we supply you with all you need. You’ll
get professional instruction and certification in the valuable Quit Smoking in 60 Minutes or
Less program along with a comprehensive marketing package that includes useful promotional and prospecting guides. You also receive a complete practice management guide that
when followed will help you earn that incredible income you have desired... all within just
weeks of completing the easy 5 day training course.
Prerequisites:
1. Minimum certification as an NLP Practitioner is required.
2. All participants will be screened by The Empowerment Partnership prior to admission.

Your Business in a Box
Our overall goal is to turn this training into a money making business for you. That is why this
training is not just an NLP or Hypnosis program but a complete, developed and tested,
business building system.
We developed this virtual business in a box where the Quit Specialist gets the complete
package; a truly reliable practice building system. This is your very own magical money
making machine.

It is Possible
Even though the numbers are the lowest in history, 20% of American adults continue to
smoke. The percentage of the smokers has decreased from 28% in 1990 to 22% in 2004. The
latest research shows that 80% of those still want to quit smoking.
That’s why “selling” people on the Quit Smoking in 60 Minutes or Less is a piece of cake. The
80% who want to quit smoking don’t require any convincing at all!
Once people hear about what you’re doing, they will start to contact you to help them. You’ll
find that once you’ve worked with a successful client, their positive feedback will lead to the
best word-of-mouth advertising.
Your life changing training is here! Contact us for more details.

Call 800-800-MIND or visit WWW.NLP.COM
75-6099 Kuakini Highway, Kailua-Kona, HI 96740 • Ph: 800.800.MIND • 808.791.5050

What will you get
from this training?
1 The Complete NLP/Hypnosis
Quit Smoking System, taught to
you using advanced accelerated
learning techniques.
2 A Certificate of Qualification
that recognizes you as a Quit
Specialist.
3 The Complete Marketing
Proprietary System. You’ll get
everything you will need to
produce a continuous flow of
clients into your practice, including
phone scripts, brochures, referral
systems, promotional materials &
much more.
4 A Business Operating System
The complete turn-key system that
brings all the pieces together to
make your practice a very profitable money making machine.
5 Telephone and Internet
Support. Personal one on one
telephone consultation and
exclusive on-going access to the
web-based back up support easily
exceeds the cost of the initial
training. In addition to being able
to communicate with past and
future students of the Quit Smoking in 60 minutes or Less course,
The Empowerment Partnership will
also provide access to the
constantly growing list of webbased questions and answers,
updated scripts, suggestions and
recommendations, improved office
forms, and much more.

